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Dissertation

“Modulation of gut bacterial metabolism and anaerobic energy expenditure by xenobiotics and bacterial metabolites”

Obesity is associated with serious comorbidities including heart disease, stroke, and cancer, and is one of the most challenging healthcare problems of our times. Thus, there is a critical need to identify and understand the mechanisms of obesity. Recently, the gut microbiome has been identified as a factor which can play a causative role in weight gain.

Studies in our lab demonstrated that the gut microbiota comprise a thermogenic biomass that contributes to resting metabolic rate. Acute reduction of bacterial biomass using cecectomy resulted in a ~10% decrease in total metabolic rate via suppression of anaerobic energy expenditure, which subsequently led to weight gain. Treatment with the antipsychotic, risperidone, suppresses anaerobic energy expenditure in a microbiome-dependent manner. In contrast, a specialized metabolite produced by Limosilactobacillus reuteri, reutericyclin (RTC), was capable of ameliorating risperidone-induced weight gain (RIWG) and restored energy balance in the presence of risperidone.

We performed comprehensive evaluations of energy balance in mice treated with risperidone, RTC, or in combination to identify a mechanism by which RTC affects energy balance to mitigate RIWG. We employed the Promethion metabolic phenotyping system as well as whole-animal calorimetry coupled with respirometry on C57BL/6J female mice to assess components of energy balance including resting metabolic rate. We observed that risperidone suppresses resting anaerobic metabolism and that RTC restores energy expenditure in the presence of risperidone. Treatment with either RTC or risperidone does not alter other components of aerobic energy expenditure. Because anaerobic energy expenditure has previously been demonstrated to be dependent on the biomass and composition of the gut microbiome, we performed sequencing on stool samples collected during the energy balance assessments described above. Risperidone and RTC treatments reciprocally modified the relative abundance of taxa known to participate in fermentation. For example, RTC administration resulted in increased relative abundance of Akkermansia muciniphila, which is consistently correlated with leanness in both humans and mice.

We also performed studies investigating the potential for RTC to promote lower body weight outside the context of risperidone treatment. Obese mice being fed a 60% high-fat diet exhibited reduced weight gain when treated with RTC. Additionally, mice treated with a relatively low dose of semaglutide exhibited enhanced weight loss when also treated with RTC. Treatment with RTC did not affect food consumption or digestive efficiency, indicating that RTC promotes lower body weight in these models through effects on energy expenditure. Interestingly, both semaglutide and RTC treatment led to increased relative mass of the cecum, which may drive enhanced anaerobic resting metabolism.

Together, our data demonstrate that treatment with RTC positively modulates anaerobic EE, possibly by enhancing fermentation of the gut microbial community, and may represent a novel therapeutic in the treatment of obesity. Further, combination therapy with low dose semaglutide and RTC may be an effective treatment for diabetes and obesity. These studies have expanded the foundation by which the fascinating direct connections between gut bacterial metabolism and resting anaerobic energy expenditure can be explored.
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